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Beyond Borders

Always a fun time at our
NPC photo adventures!

Killarney,
Ontario Provincial Park

NEWSLETTER
Isabel Veldhuis,
Featured Member
This month’s featured photographer is
Isabel Veldhuis.
Although Isabel states her travels have been
somewhat limited, you will soon see from
her photographs and story that her
photographic journey has reached, and
gone beyond ordinary borders.
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Do You Remember?
My introduction to photography was back in the mid ‘30s.
My parents had a foldout bellows camera which only saw the
light of day on special occasions.
It took 620 film giving us eight 2.5” X 4.24” B&W images.
Film was mailed in for developing at a cost of $5 per roll plus
postage (cheque only) … no GST. Do you remember that too?
Do you remember? ~ Russ Donaldson
Editor’s Note: Russ, you are making me remember a lot of
things. I still have this very same camera at home! ~ Dan
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Isabel Veldhuis, featured NPC
photographer
I am originally from the Cambridge area and
have resided in Toronto, Mississauga, Durham
Region and finally Port Hope where I have
lived for some 23 years.
Although I am now retired, I was fortunate enough to spend a
number of years working in Education, in Real Estate and in
Health Care, all the while continuing to expand my own
education and interests.
With a second
home in Florida
most of my
vacation time
was spent on the
beach in the
warm sun. My
travels have
been limited to
North and
Dominican Photo: Isabel Veldhuis
South America
– mainly the
east coasts of Canada and the U.S., the Bahamas, the
Dominican Republic, Argentina, Uruguay and Brazil.
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Mirror Lessons - Are you
thinking about going
mirrorless? Numbers are
growing in our club, but
for an online site this one
is pretty good. They keep
you abreast of new
offerings… with reviews.

Brazil Photo: Isabel Veldhuis
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Camera Size - Do you
want to find out just how
big that new camera or
lens is that you’re looking
at? Look no further than
this site.
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Isabel Veldhuis feature cont’d
The majority of my photographs are taken within a 400 km
radius of my home.

Photo: Isabel Veldhuis

Photo: Isabel Veldhuis

I love being outside in any kind of weather, storms, fog and snow make for great photos. I enjoy
photographing anything and everything, however I do find decaying old barns and buildings
especially appealing.
As with most parents, my photos documented my
children growing up and our family events. Later
as an artist I started photographing scenes I could
paint rather than spending time sketching. When
I moved to Port Hope I met Bill Crowley and he
began our Shutterbug photo club and with Bill’s
help and encouragement I developed a strong
base upon which to build my photography. A few
years ago I acquired an interest in Photo Art and I
have enjoyed experimenting with different
combinations of photographs and art since that
time.

Photo: Isabel Veldhuis
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I have experienced many special photographic
moments but two especially come to mind. At
Iguazu Falls in South America we had
torrential rains for 2 days. The rivers were
flooded and the falls were overflowing with
water the colour of red clay.

Iguazu Falls Photo: Isabel Veldhuis
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The second special moment happened when I
was asked to do a photo shoot of the dress
rehearsal for the rock band “MamaKins” for
their photo layouts, posters and web site. Both
were a challenge and wonderful experiences.
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Isabel Veldhuis feature cont’d
Presently I have two Sony A65 cameras. The lenses I use the most
would be my 18-250mm and my 500mm. I also have a Fuji Finepix
HS 10 with a 24-720 lens and a small Olympus 565.
I am fortunate to have had a number of photos win in shows in this
area and in Toronto. A few of my photos were on display in the
Commerce Court Building in Toronto and another was printed in the
Harrowsmith Magazine.
I have 23 different photo books printed and have photos on display in
the Cobourg Hospital, Lindsay Seniors’ residence and the Emporium
art gallery in Port Hope. ~ Isabel Veldhuis

Photo: Isabel Veldhuis

More photos from the Veldhuis collection
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Outings Column
~ David O’Rourke
Even though we had to cancel the Club Outing to the Orchid Show because
of freezing rain (I’m trying to get some kind of refund for those of us who
had bought tickets), February was still a successful month.
Our trip to
Campellford to shoot
David, our Pied Piper
Healey Falls and the
suspension bridge
(thanks for the suggestion, Allan!) was very
well attended as was our visit to the Cobourg
Curling Rink which Dan had arranged. More
than 10 people on an Outing is a success, and
both events easily had that!

Photo: David O-Rourke

Photo: Carol Martin-Desaulniers

Photo: David O-Rourke

Editor’s Note: On behalf of the WNCC I would like to thank the
14 photographers who came out to photograph our curlers in
action. They enjoyed their time with you both at their rink and
again at our after game meal at Ricco’s (30 strong). Some of
them are still talking about it!
Coming up in March are the three Outings indicated below.
• March 6th – Capturing the Early Morning Light, Wicklow
Beach, Colborne
• March 11th – The Wildlife Photography Show at the ROM,
Toronto
• March 21st – The Canadian Automotive Museum, Oshawa
Hope you can join us!
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Beyond Borders… with your Camera!
If you have a trip you’d like to share with club members contact Janet Taylor.

Rocks and More Rocks!
~ Terry Carpenter
Not all of my trips are a great distance away.
One of my all time favourite places to go is
only about a 5 to 6 hour drive from
Peterborough. This all depends of course on
how many stops for pictures, breakfast, and
pit stops, I make. This place is Killarney
Ontario Prov. Park.
To me Killarney is a magical place with
Photo: Terry Carpenter
pristine blue water, twisted old pines, rugged
old rocks, and the white quartzite ridges of the La Cloche Mountains. While it is a canoeist's
dream, there are many great hiking trails that one can wander along with spectacular views of the
lakes and ridges. If you are up to it, there is the 80 km, looped, La Cloche-Silhouette Trail;
however, there are many easier and shorter trails with some wonderful views of Georgian bay.
One of these not to be missed places is the old lighthouse which overlooks Georgian Bay with
waves crashing over the smooth rounded rocks. A bit of a rough walk, but well worth it.
Now that I am nearing 75, my preferred way of seeing Killarney is to camp in George Lake
campgrounds, or to book into one of the few motels in the village of Killarney, then travel by canoe
to see its wonders. George Lake itself can keep me interested for several days shooting and
canoeing, and with a short portage into Freeland Lake, much is offered in the way of photography,
especially in the fall. Of course, for the younger folks, there are some great canoe trips into the
interior. Getting up for sunrise and experiencing the quiet swish of your paddle through the mist
of a September morning and coming upon a scene of mist shrouded islands in their fall colours,
with maybe a loon or a moose on the shore, is one of those once in a lifetime memories.
Another side trip, when I am in this area, is to Johnnie Lake. A long narrow entrance to this lake
offers some wonderful images for the photographer as this was the stamping grounds of some of
the Group of Seven artists.
A must for me when visiting the town of Killarney is
a trip to Herbert's Fish and Chips for some freshoff-the-boat tasty whitefish and an order of chips.
What a way to end a day.
I usually make a trip to Killarney every couple of
years, and after missing last year I can hardly wait
to get back.
Maybe I will see you there.
Photo: Terry Carpenter
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Small Wonders - Leslie Abrams
Small wonders – very large possibilities!
~ Dan Milligan
Indeed, that is what our February guest speaker, Leslie Abrams left us with after her most
entertaining and informative session on the microscopic world.
If you missed it, well, I’m sorry but you missed a good one. Here, however, is a recap of what Leslie
shared with us at our meeting.
• stories and photos of assassin bugs, stink bugs, aphids and other tiny creatures
• images of flies that look like bees - great little pollinators too
• tips on what flowers attract all insects (especially cone flowers)
• ambush bugs don’t move, making them excellent micro subjects
• female preying mantis bite the heads off their mates… who can still mate… what’s up with that?
• first thing in the morning is the best time to photograph insects - still cool with dew drops
• insects (not butterflies) can be put in a tupperware container in the fridge for 20 minutes – cools
them down enough to photograph them – but please let them go again
• refraction photo tips – glycerine and water – have fun making kermit like creatures with drops
• shoot through water drops with flowers about a foot in the background – they will show through
upside down
• use crystal balls (available for $20 on Amazon – or probably any dollar store) in landscape shots
with your landscape lens
I personally enjoyed the session with Leslie and look forward to trying out some of the techniques
she showed us… once the snow is gone for good! Speaking of winter shooting, Leslie left us with a
word of caution when it comes time to trying our hands at making ice bubbles. Quote: “ Making Ice
Bubbles – it’s probably the hardest thing I’ve done since giving birth!”
Hmmm… maybe I’ll leave
that one alone until I get a
little more accomplished at
some of the other Abram
micro techniques.
If you would like to find out
more about Leslie Abrams
and her closer look at tiny
worlds please use the
following links:
• Home Page / Blog
• Gallery - Water Magic
• Gallery - Owls
• Gallery - Birds
Photo: Dan Milligan
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Patrick’s Tips
~ Patrick Romano
At this time of the year we often struggle in photography with light
conditions, usually lack of. I decided to find something to help us
in these situations. It was really hard filtering out which ones to
use. As you probably know there are quite the variety of articles
regarding light in photography. Duh ?
I tried to get a variety of subjects on low light situations and
different methods to solve the problem. I hope these help you
through your dilemma of your choice.

Mr. Tips!

Light for Photographers
4 Tips to Leverage Natural Light Using Just your Camera and One Lens
5 Tips for Photographing Wildlife in Low Light Conditions
7 Common Questions About Long Exposure Photography Answered
Long Exposure Photography: 15 Stunning Examples
Also take a look at the tips located at the bottom of this site.
Introduction to Aperture in Digital Photography
How to Make An Inexpensive Light Tent – DIY
Portrait Comparison – Flash Versus Natural Light
5 Tips for Better Concert Photography in Low Light Conditions
What is Good Light and How to Use it to Create Beautiful Portraits
In each issue of ‘the Monitor’ Patrick will be providing you with some timely tips and links to help
you improve your photographic techniques, either in camera and/or in post.
To access the tips/sites, you can simply click on the topic heading (the blue text). This method
should work from your computer or your mobile device. Pressing and holding the topic from a
mobile device or holding your mouse, or fingers on your trackpad, should also bring up a ‘copy’
option that will allow you to copy, then paste the copied URL (web link) into your browser.
Of course you can also save the links as bookmarks in your chosen browser if you think you might
want to reference them for later use. This method will also work with other links throughout the
newsletter.
Each Operating System (Mac, Windows, Linux) will have a slightly different method to copy/
paste/bookmark. If you require assistance with accessing the links in ‘the Monitor’ please contact
me, Dan, and I’ll do my best to get you up and running. ~ ed note
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I didn’t know that!
A column dedicated to illuminating your mind.
~ Dan Milligan
Last issue I shared a couple of favourite resources of mine. One in particular, Craig Roberts, works
out of the UK and shares vlogs (video blogs - it’s the new blog) and eGuides (non-print mini-books
– until you print them yourself) with his followers. On average there are two per month so I don’t
feel like I’m being inundated with something I don’t really need, or want to get out of. I look
forward to his offerings and, as a relative photo newbie I find them all informative.
This past week he posted a video about shooting in the snow… a novelty for him in the UK, but not
something I really wanted to hear about as we close in on Spring. However, while I was on his
channel I noticed another video he had just posted entitled, “Landscapes with Ultra Wide Lenses”
and that definitely got me interested.
He quickly admits that his favourite focal length for landscapes was 12mm (he shoots mu4/3 so this
would equate to 24mm full frame) and that while he enjoyed shooting with his new 8-18mm
(16-36mm FF) he saw some useful uses for the ultra wide lens and demonstrated these with the
lower end of the lens (8mm to 10mm).
I enjoyed watching how he took a mundane shot and by re-thinking composition was able to create
an exciting, dynamic photograph. Essentially, he simply took an all encompassing shot, moved
much closer, stuck a rather large object with leading lines (ie large rock with crevices) in the
foreground and by following the crevices he led us through some non-descript middle ground to an
object in the background that, with a larger shot would have been swamped by everything else
around it. It was such a simple technique, and although we all try and put foreground, middle and
background into our landscapes, his use of his ultra wide angle set me thinking… I didn’t know
that! Now I do.
Craig Roberts: Blog and general ramblings from a travel and landscape photographer

Latow Photography Weekend
What others say about Dave Brosha:
• "One of the most celebrated creative
photographers in the world" - Nikon
• "Critically acclaimed… spectacular photos." The Globe and Mail
• "Iconic portrait work..." - Adobe
• “One of the leading lights in the highly
competitive world of North American outdoor
photography" - Outdoor Photography
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Beyond Borders is a section of The Monitor – our NPC newsletter – that invites members of our
club to share their experiences outside of Northumberland County. We are currently looking for keen
members who would be willing to write a short, 250 word, (or half a page) article with two photos of
their subject. This travel can be anywhere in the world, from the next county to Timbuktu. We only
ask that it be within the last 5 years.
Please contact Janet Taylor if you are interested. This is your chance to get published!
Please contact me, Dan Milligan, directly if you would like to contribute to the Monitor or discuss
other items regarding our newsletter. Our deadline for submissions is the 24th of each month. ~ Dan
Milligan, Editor, the Monitor

Your NPC Executive:

NPC Volunteer Committees:

President: Ray Williams
Vice-President: Russ Donaldson
Treasurer: Stan Kicak
Secretary: Sandra Peters
Technician: Jeannie Gane
Membership: Donna Edmonds
Communications: Bob Robertson
Outings: David O’Rourke
Outreach: Douglas Johnson
You can click on their name to
send them an email or ask a
question about our club.

Volunteer clubs are only as good as their volunteers.
There are plenty of opportunities for you to continue
making the NPC a great photo club.
Contacts and opportunities are listed below:
Meetings Catering: Fran Brownley and Elaine
Amenta can always use an extra hand around the
kitchen every club meeting.
Newsletter: Dan Milligan and the Monitor team are
always looking for new ideas for our club newsletter.
Monday Club Meetings: Jeannie Gane, our
Technical Director, requires a small crew to set up and
take down the A/V equipment each club meeting.
Club Executive: Annual Openings - see the President.

the Monitor ~ Celebrating Life, Landscape and Beauty!
the Monitor is a © publication of and for the members of the Northumberland Photography Club
(NPC). Our goal is to publish an informative monthly edition of the magazine from September
through June.
All photographs in this publication are the property of the photographer and may not be used in
whole or part without the express permission of the photographer.
Current members of the newsletter committee: Pat Calder, Janet Taylor, Dan Milligan (Editor).
Comments, articles, solutions and hands-on assistance are always welcome. Contact the editor or
another member of the Monitor team for details. We value your input!
Our thanks go out to Larry Keeley whose vision and dedication brought the Monitor to life!
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